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DREAMING AS I DO, Caroline Cotter’s first national
release is by turns both playful and profound. This collection
of songs features a worldly yet personal breadth that belies
this artist’s still young years. Having lived, worked, and
traveled all over the world, including such diverse places as
Thailand, Barcelona, Peru, and Portugal, Caroline’s music
bears the marks of a storyteller with a unique set of tales to tell.
With a captivating soprano voice and award-winning songwriting, Caroline’s songs take you from an
intimate Parisian salon to the mountains of Colorado and into the depths of the human heart.
Stories and dreams about love, adventure, and searching for home, DREAMING AS I DO treats you to
an eclectic mix of melodic honesty. Caroline takes you through her journey singing about love scorned,
celebration and satisfaction, telling of conversations with an old man about his wife’s Alzheimer’s, and
finally feeling at home, in southern Maine.
Pack up for a road trip in Journey in C to drive through highway-side gardens fully in bloom during a
move from New England to Colorado in Bella Blue. Travel through the shallows and depths of love with a
string puppet’s unsuccessful search in La Marionette and Harry’s story of devotion to and care of his wife
Ruth as she experiences Alzheimer’s in A Midnight Escape. Feel the contentment in I Am Satisfied and the
joy in finding yourself when you’ve met your perfect match with My Evergreen. Celebrate, let go and feel
the bubbles with upright bass, trumpet, jazzy percussion, and sultry vocals in Champagne. And feel at
home, as Caroline did finally in southern Maine in This Place.
The album was produced by Caroline and fellow Portland singer/songwriter Putnam Smith and features
the graphic design of Sue Bibeau of Beehive Productions. It was recorded at Portland’s premiere
recording studio, known simply as “The Studio,” with Steve Drown at the engineering helm. The album
boasts some of Boston and Maine’s finest musicians, including: Joe Walsh – mandolin, Lauren Rioux –
fiddle, Adam Frederick – upright bass, Dinty Child – accordion, and April Reed-Cox – cello.
DREAMING AS I DO was mastered by Gary Gordon at Inside/Out Entertainment, Sparta, IL.
Portland-based winner of the 2012 Maine Songwriters Association Songwriting Contest, Caroline is
already recognized as a rising star. Since being selected for a prestigious “Quad-centric” showcase at the
Northeast Regional Folk Alliance Conference, Caroline has begun to make waves in both the national
and international acoustic music scene. Her performances have taken her all over the country and around
the world: from New York City to Cheyenne, Wyoming; from Quebec to Colorado; from Paris to
Barcelona. Caroline has also performed with the nationally touring bluegrass band, Tricky Britches,
including at the Ossipee Valley Music Festival and the Saddleback Valley Bluegrass Festivals.
Caroline is currently booking dates for 2015 in support of her new release.
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